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Unsolved History
UM Anthropologist Delves
Into Old West Mystery
(Top) UM anthropologist Kelly Dixon by the 
Donner Party campsite near Truckee, Calif. 
(Left) Some artifacts found at the site 
(Bottom) A small bone fragment found at the 
location that has been cut and burned
Tjfre plight of the Donner Party during the winter of 1846 is one of the most tragic and well-known stories in the history of 
Western expansion. These stranded and 
snowbound emigrants, facing insurmountable 
odds, quickly exhausted their food rations and 
were driven to cannibalism in a desperate 
attempt for survival.
Or so the story goes.
And it has been told this way since the first 
rescue party brought back word in spring 1847 
of bone fragments and mutilated human 
remains discovered in the places where the 
Donner Party camped.
Now, more than a century and a half later, 
visitors can hike to the Donner family site in 
the Tahoe National Forest to see “The 
George Donner Tree” —  the exact spot where 
the family experienced the harshest living conditions imaginable. 
Or so the story goes.
Over the years, details surrounding the Donner Party devel­
oped out of collective memory, folklore and myth. There is no 
tangible evidence to prove what actually occurred during the 
winter of 1846 while the group was crossing the Sierra Nevada 
mountain range. The questions surrounding the events of the 
Donner Party during their four-month stay in the Sierras remain 
one of the greatest mysteries of the 19th century.
That is until now.
University of Montana anthropology Assistant Professor Kelly 
Dixon is uncovering the mystery behind the Donner Party by 
excavating and looking for artifacts she hopes will lead her and 
her research team to a better understanding of a somewhat 
controversial past.
“You have to take historical events with a grain of salt,” Dixon 
says. “Everyone has their own memories and often they are 
contradictory.”
According to history, the Donner Party, consisting of 81 people, 
made its way from Illinois to California in 1846 in search of gold 
and land. On its way, the group took a shortcut through the 
Sierra Nevada mountain range —  a decision that cost half the 
people in the group their lives.
When a blizzard curtailed the journey, the Donner family had
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no time to build a shelter. They resorted to pitching a tent against 
a large tree six miles behind the rest of the group. However, over 
the years, the forest grew in and the Donner camp was lost,
Dixon says.
The first archaeologist to excavate the Donner Party camps —  
Alder Creek and Murphy’s Cabin —  was Don Hardesty, a 
professor at the University of Nevada in the late 1980s and early 
1990s. He confirmed that members of the Donner Party lived at 
the Murphy Cabin site. However, when Hardesty excavated near 
the “George Donner Tree,” he found very little evidence humans 
had ever lived there. After expanding his research to nearby 
areas, he discovered human artifacts in a dense area 200 meters 
away. Unfortunately, Dixon says, Hardesty ran out of time and 
money and never intended to come back.
“I knew there was something to be had here,” she says. “We’ll 
use this opportunity to see what they were on the edge of finding 
decades ago.”
Unsolved History— continued, back page
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F O R E S T R Y
(Left) A NASA 
artist's rendition 
of the HYDROS 
platform in orbit
University Launches New 
NASA Science Mission
L UM  research group that designs software for N A SA
/Jlenvironm ental satellites recently earned a major new 
JjPnfn ission  from the space agency.
The University’s Numerical Terradynamic Simulation Group 
will produce software for N A SA ’s Hydrosphere State Mission. 
Steve Running, N T SG  director, says the mission’s HYDROS 
satellite will study the Earth’s freeze-thaw transition and soil 
moisture on a daily basis.
Running’s team will write code for the freeze-thaw portion of the 
mission and will be responsible for calculating and distributing the 
resulting data once the satellite is in orbit. He says UM should 
receive about $5 million for this work from 2004 through 2012. 
The HYDROS satellite tentatively is set to launch in 2009, and the 
total cost of the mission nationally will be $258 million.
“ This really takes us into the next generation of remote-sensing 
research,” Running says. “We thought this Earth-monitoring data 
product up from scratch, and we are going to produce it here and 
distribute it globally here from the beginning. This will be the 
most original work our lab has ever done.”
He says studying the Earth’s freeze-thaw characteristic on a 
global scale should lead to improved weather forecasting, better 
flood prediction and a keener understanding of how spring thaws 
trigger the growing season.
“The freeze-thaw characteristic is an attribute of the land surface 
that’s changing all the time,” Running says. “People think the thaw 
happens once in the spring, but it’s a transition that happens again 
and again throughout the year. A t the mid-latitudes, like in
Montana, the transition may happen 20 times a year.”
HYDROS will be a radar satellite, Running says, so it will be 
able to see through clouds and at night —  something N A SA ’s 
current optical environmental satellites cannot do. In orbit the 
satellite and its radar dish will resemble a huge, rotating, wire 
umbrella. A t launch the 100-pound radar dish will be about 1.5 
feet wide, but will unfold to a width of 18 feet in space.
He says HYDROS will help stitch together a more complete 
weather model for people living in mid- and high-latitudes, 
helping unravel puzzles such as snow melt, Arctic Ocean salinity, 
ocean circulation patterns and northern climate change —  all of 
which directly impact weather patterns.
“The Arctic Ocean is the smallest ocean and it’s almost 
surrounded by land, so it has the largest continental drainage
Researcher Steve Running is 
working on a much higher view 
than the one from his 
campus office.
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impact of any ocean,” Running says. “It’s much more influenced by runoff, 
and the salinity of the Arctic Ocean goes up and down much more than other 
oceans. This influences ocean circulation and, thus, our polar weather. The 
salinity of the Arctic also influences how rapidly sea ice is changing and how 
quickly the ice pack is disappearing.”
HYDROS also will assist with hydrologic forecasting in the high-Arctic, 
helping people in less-populated areas know when the snow pack will ripen 
and rivers reach their peak flows.
“You don’t need a $258 million satellite to tell you when the rivers will 
start flowing in Montana -  we already have plenty of river-gauging and 
(snowpack-gauging) sites,” Running says. “But in the high-Arctic and high- 
Siberia, where there aren’t many people, this will be crucial.”
Running says he and John Kimball, a research assistant professor 
UM’s Flathead Lake Biological Station, will be co-investigators on th
Kimball studies the world’s boreal forests, the vast ring of mainly 
trees that drapes the northern regions of North America and 
Eurasia. He says 25 percent of global forest 
cover is contained in boreal forests, making 
it the largest ecosystem on Earth outside of 
tropical rain forests.
Kimball says this northern region of 
tundra, permafrost and forest plays a big 
role in the Earth’s carbon cycle, which 
affects production of greenhouse gases and 
resulting climate change. He says boreal 
forests sequester carbon in trees, forest 
litter and carbon-rich soils, which are often 
frozen. But change is in the air. |
“Spring is happening earlier there —  £
about nine days earlier than it did in *
1988,” Kimball says. “Vegetation also is J 
getting greener as the growing season £ 
lengthens.”
More vegetation means boreal forests are sequestering more 
carbon, but warming also brings more soil decomposition and 
thawing tundra, which pumps greater amounts of C 0 2 into the 
atmosphere. Warmer temperatures also cause more carbon­
releasing forest fires. Kimball says studying the freeze-thaw 
transition with HYDROS should help scientists further under­
stand the carbon equation and the long-term climatic impacts of 
wanning in high-latitude forests.
Kimball already was studying the freeze-thaw characteristic 
using existing satellite sensors, most notably SeaWinds on 
N A SA ’s Quick Scatterometer satellite, which looks primarily at 
ocean wind speeds and direction. He was part of the only 
research team using the sensor’s data for land science, delving 
into freezing and thawing.
“That sensor has a resolution of 25 to 40 kilometers,” he says. 
“HYDROS will have a resolution of only 1 to 3 kilometers. 
SeaWinds also uses a very short microwave —  about 2.1 centime­
ters wavelength. This will tell you about tree canopies and soils, 
but that’s about it. HYDROS will use a wavelength almost a 
meter in length, which will let you penetrate soil and see how 
deep it’s frozen.”
HYDROS is a global, polar-orbiting satellite, and it will scan the 
whole Earth about every three days. However, it will scan its 
primary focus, the high latitudes, every day.
Running came up with the idea to study the freeze-thaw 
characteristic from space about eight years ago while reading 
papers by N A SA  Jet Propulsion Laboratory scientists. They had 
noted that radar data from frozen and non-frozen ground looks 
markedly different.
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UM scientist John Kimball (left) 
has studied the globe's freeze- 
thaw characteristic using existing 
satellites. The above graph was 
created from 14 years of daily 
satellite observations. This top- 
down view of the northern polar 
regions shows how the timing of 
seasonal thaw is now arriving a 
week earlier, on average, than it 
did in the mid-1980s.
“I realized this could be a very important land-surface monitor 
if we could do it every day,” he says. “So that’s the little epiphany 
I had. It’s probably the most cleanly identified mental discovery of 
my life.”
The other half of HYDROS satellite science —  the soil moisture 
component —  will be handled by scientists at Princeton Univer­
sity, Goddard Space Flight Center and the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology. “So we are in some pretty fancy company,”
Running says.
Other mission partners include the U.S. Department of 
Defense and the Canadian Space Agency.
Running’s lab already has produced software for two other 
N A SA  satellites, Terra and Aqua, which are part of N A SA ’s 
Earth Observing System. EOS is designed to further science by 
making long-term observations of the land surface, biosphere, 
atmosphere and oceans. UM crafted software for MODIS —  the 
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer —  which is the 
primary sensor on both satellites.
Terra is four years into its six-year mission, and Aqua was 
launched nearly three years ago. Running says his group’s work 
on HYDROS will ramp up as the science on the EOS missions 
nears conclusion.
“HYDROS is a big new frontier for Earth science at UM ,” he 
says. “We will literally be half the science for this new mission.
We will be doing our most original work, and we will have a 
higher level of autonomy than we even had in EOS. This satellite 
will allow us to delve deeper into the whole dynamic of the Earth 
system.” H
—  By Cary Shimek
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Pan-Arctic Growing Season Change
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f  he honeybee zoomed intendy over the grassy meadow at
-L. the U .S . Army base, ignoring the lasers pinging off its fuzzy 
body. Every 26 seconds the green light lanced out, marking the 
bee’s progress using lidar, radar’s more-advanced cousin.
Sampling the air with antennae that give it a  bloodhound sense 
of smell, the bee followed an invisible chemical plume it had been 
taught to associate with food. The odor of explosives led the 
worker bee to a  buzzing cluster of its sisters. This time there was 
nothing to eat, but the flying foragers visited the spot again and 
again, allowing lidar to paint a  grouping of dots on a  computer 
screen.
Below the cluster, under the ground, was an anti-tank mine.
“That was my eureka moment,” says Jerry Bromenshenk, a 
research professor in UM ’s Division of Biological Sciences.
“That’s when I knew I had seen a bee find a land mine.”
Using bees and lasers to locate mines may sound like science 
fiction, but that’s exactly what Bromenshenk and his colleagues 
did last summer at Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo. The UM  researchers 
and their partners conducted a blind field test July 25-Aug. 5 to 
see if bees could detect the location of explosives in a minefield. 
The mines were laid in a grid pattern, and each grid point might 
or might not have a mine buried under it.
UM  Assistant Professor Colin Henderson says they felt slightly 
uneasy working in the minefield. “The mines were deactivated,” 
he says, “but we were told there was a 5 percent chance that if 
you jumped on one hard enough it would detonate.”
He says the bomb-sniffing bees allowed them to create a 
startlingly accurate minefield map, but then the bees congregated 
in the middle of a supposedly mine-free control area. The test 
continued for three days, and still many bees visited the spot 
away from the minefield.
“A t first we thought maybe the bees were really getting fooled,” 
Henderson says. “So we brought the chemistry guy in, and he 
sampled the area. He found a real strong TN T, DNT and amino- 
product breakdown. Basically there was a mine there or lost 
explosive that nobody knew about.
“So we found something that nobody knew was there, that 
nobody thought should be there, in a place where we weren’t 
looking,” he says. “That’s when I said, ‘Eureka!’”
Bromenshenk says bees and humans have had a long and 
mutually beneficial history. In nearly every community and 
country around the world, bees are kept for the honey and wax 
they produce and the crops they pollinate.
But for three decades Bromenshenk has worked to find
another use for honeybees: that of accurate environmental 
sensors that detect chemical and biological particles —  including 
pollutants, biological warfare agents and explosives.
Honeybees are busy critters, often making hundreds of thou­
sands of foraging trips from their hive each day. Most stay within 
a half-mile of home, though some venture up to two miles away. 
Within their range, bees buzz every nook and cranny in their 
quest for food.
Bromenshenk says honeybees are like flying dust mops because 
their bodies are covered with branched hairs that develop a static 
charge. They zoom around picking up all kinds of environmental 
particles and take them back to the hive.
The UM  entomologist first started studying bees and their hives 
in the mid-1970s, when energy shortages prompted a plan to build 
about 30 coal-fired power plants in eastern Montana and the Upper 
Midwest “Nobody knew what the environmental repercussions of 
that kind of development would be,” says Bromenshenk, who was 
tasked to study impacts on rangeland insects. He decided to 
examine bees, since they are economically valuable.
“We started doing the chemistry of what showed up in the 
beehives,” he says. “We found out we could follow the emissions 
from those power plants 20 to 30 miles out. With almost every 
other method, including direct plume samples, you couldn’t follow 
the emissions that far. The bees were like little collecting systems 
—  they were very discriminating —  and this gave us the capability 
to look at huge areas quickly.”
Bromenshenk’s findings caught the attention of the Environmen­
tal Protection Agency, and soon his team was awarded grants to 
study whether bees could detect and map chemicals. For the next 
decade they used bees to sample everything from Superfund sites to 
urban and rural areas, and as far back as 1985 they published maps 
of industrial chemicals around Seattle’s Puget Sound.
The UM researchers prefer to use beehives already existing in 
an area for their research, but sometimes they rent hives and 
transport them to a location. Initially, a standard chemical analysis 
would involve washing bees or grinding them to see what they 
had picked up.
That changed in the 1990s, when UM chemistry Professor 
Garon Smith developed a device to help scientists sniff the air 
inside beehives for volatile chemicals. The small Plexiglas instru­
ment holds sampling tubes that filter out benign chemicals such 
as water or tree resins in a series of tubes, leaving the volatile 
chemicals to be picked up inside a few pen-sized capsules, which 
are taken back to the lab for analysis.
Bromenshenk says this vapor-sampling system was developed
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while the researchers worked for the U.S. Army during the mid- 
1990s. They were studying hives near military landfills and urban 
areas, checking for trace elements of heavy metals, volatile organic 
materials and radioactive substances. They used the hives to 
check for 300 materials, with 80 that were prioritized.
At one site in Maryland, Bromenshenk says, they used bees to 
check a military landfill site containing carcinogenic solvents and 
other waste. Local townspeople held regular meetings to keep tabs 
on the site. But the bees found the greatest health risks to the 
local community were often outside the fenced military compound 
— coming from sources such as a big auto-repair shop, which 
evidently had a history of dumping out the back door, and heavy 
highway traffic on nearby roads.
“The community members were chasing the hot spot they knew 
about and were blissfully unaware of the fact the real health risk 
was probably sitting right next door to them,” Bromenshenk says.
The UM researchers often take bees into potentially dangerous 
areas. They sampled Washington’s toxic Hanford nuclear site, and 
at one point worked with Croatian scientists studying fallout 
from Russia’s Chernobyl plant, as well as other sites that con­
tained even more toxic chemicals. They needed an automated 
system to detect whether their bees were dying, since whatever 
kills bees will probably harm people. So by 1996 they had devel­
oped their first electronic beehive.
UM computer specialist Robert Seccomb says, “The electronic 
beehive is a combination of sensors and electronics to measure 
just about any dam thing we want to measure inside a beehive. 
We have infrared detection that counts the number of bees 
coming and going from the hive. If it’s warm and not raining, we 
can get over 100,000 runs out during the day, easily.”
During the warm months when bees are active, bee counts 
from an electronic beehive can be accessed at http:// 
beekeeper.dbs.umt.edu/bees. This hive actually is located inside 
Bromenshenk’s campus office, and a pipe lets the bees fly outside 
UM’s Health Science building.
Seccomb designed the bee-counting software, as well as the 
electronic beehive’s artificial neural network, which automatically 
detects any abnormal bee behavior such as the insects not 
returning home.
The chief architect of the most recent electronic beehive is Steve 
Rice, director of the electronics department at UM’s College of 
Technology. He says their hives include a smart-hive 
module, which measures everything from temperature 
and humidity inside the hive to weather 
outside, as well as sampling devices 
that can be turned on and off.
Rice says the first prototype 
resembled a spaghetti pile of wires 
and required a shed full of 
computer equipment to 
operate. Continual refine­
ments have reduced the space 
needed for the equipment,
“and everything could now fit 
in an 8- by 8- by 8-inch box.”
He says smart hives can be 
programmed to have set upper or 
lower limits for contaminates.
When a limit is reached, the hive will 
automatically take a sample, sending the 
information back to the lab.
Henderson says the team’s bee technology makes hives into an 
inexpensive environmental monitoring system that can find 
everything from arsenic-polluted sediments to anthrax. He says 
bees can monitor a polluted area much more thoroughly and 
cheaply than a typical engineering firm. The electronic hives also 
could be used to protect agricultural bees.
Bromenshenk says one of their smart beehives is like having an 
air sampler with a mile-wide nozzle. If there are any pollutants 
within a 2-mile radius, the bees will detect it. But then about five 
years ago, the UM group was asked by the federal Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency if bees could find the exact 
source location of something for which they were looking.
This would require tracking and mapping the bees,
Bromenshenk says. At first they tried attaching tiny microchips to 
the backs of the insects, but the chips were too heavy. It also 
would be incredibly time-consuming affixing chips to many bees.
It was at that point they learned of a National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration lidar system used to track fish. Lidar 
sends out laser light pulses that are scattered back by things it 
hits, such as hard objects, dust and bees. The time between the 
outgoing pulse and the return signal is used to measure the 
distance from the bees to the lidar. It was this system the UM 
scientists eventually used to map a minefield.
“As far as we know, there is no technology out there that has 
as much sensitivity as our bees for locating such things as mines 
or unexploded shells,” Bromenshenk says. “The bees also are 
much safer to use, since they won’t set off a mine like a human 
or dog would.”
Unexploded land mines are a major worldwide problem, and 
the potential for UM ’s bee research has garnered international 
attention. Bromenshenk says they have done scores of interviews 
with media from the National Enquirer and the Wall Street 
Journal to Animal Planet, the BBC and Der Spiegel.
But one question remains: How do the researchers train bees to 
hunt for what they want found? Why would a bee hunt for land 
mines or toxic waste and not the nearest blossom?
That, Henderson says, is a trade secret. In fact, it’s one of the 
backbone technologies of Bee Alert Technology Inc., a University- 
spawned company the researchers formed to market the science 
they have pioneered. The fledgling firm already has earned a 
defense department Small Business Innovation Research grant for 
pilot work to study whether its business concept is sound. If it is,
much larger grants could be forthcoming.
“We could market smart beehives, 
systems for hunting land mines, 
every aspect for use with agricul­
ture —  any aspect of this that has a 
marketable or practical use,” says 
Bromenshenk, a third- 
generation Montanan. “And 
we would like to see this 
technology nurturing our 
state. We want to see 
Montana firms; we want to 
see Montanans as employ­
ees.
“And helping protect 
people around the world from 
pollution and land mines 
wouldn’t hurt either.” E9
—  By Cary Shimek
UM's bee brains: (left to right) Colin Henderson, 
Robert Seccomb, Jerry Bromenshenk and Steve Rice
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Have you ever wanted to be an astronaut —  floating through space on a mission to the moon, piloting robotic devices on far-flung planets, setting foot on alien soil? Have you ever 
thought about what it would be like to live on another planet in 
our solar system?
Some day very soon, you’ll be able to plan your very own 
mission to Mars through a computer game designed by UM 
students.
“We’re working with N A SA  to produce a game in which 
players gain enough knowledge to eventually colonize Mars,” says 
UM  computer science Professor Joel Henry, who leads the team 
of 21 undergraduate and graduate students working on the 
project.
Players start the game, titled “Mars: The Journey Begins,” by 
conducting experiments on Earth to “develop” the basic technolo­
gies needed for space travel, such as solid rocket engines to 
launch a spacecraft or batteries to power devices and systems in 
space. As they succeed in developing the basic technologies, more 
experiments become available. Players soon move on to orbital 
experiments where they can learn about gravity, propulsion, 
engineering and more.
Eventually, they gain enough knowledge and develop the
technology to land on Mars, 
where they will
conduct further 
experiments 
to figure 
out how 
to
colonize the planet. Mars- 
based experiments cover 
topics such as biology, 
hydroponics, engineering, 
subterranean habitat 
research and more.
“The exciting part of the 
game is that it includes so 
much actual audio and 
video from N A SA ,” Henry 
says. “We have video of 
wind tunnel and rocket 
launcher experiments. We 
even have images from the 
rovers that recently landed 
on Mars.”
In feet, all of the 
experiments players 
perform in the game are 
derivatives of experiments 
N A SA  researchers 
performed to get into 
space. “Our game actually
starts with experiments that N A SA  performed 18 to 20 years ago 
and goes into conjecture about what experiments they’ll do in the 
future,” Henry says.
The student team —  17 computer science students and four 
media arts and English majors —  has been working on the game 
since June 2003.
The process began when part of the team —  the application 
experts — started to research the subject and divide the informa­
tion into manageable pieces.
“N A SA ’s Web site contains everything you could ever want to 
know about what they do,” says Jeremy Mason, a first-year 
computer science graduate student and member of the applica­
tion group. “It is our job to provide the content of the game.” 
The requirements group developed the game format, settling
UM's Joel Henry leads the student 
group creating the video game.
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on a simulation-type game. Next, the 
user interface group took the 
content and requirements and 
figured out a way to make, literally, 
rocket science easily accessible to the 
game’s target audience —  children 
and teens ages 10-18.
“I played a lot of different 
computer games to find out what 
works and what doesn’t,” says Sean 
McMullin, a second-year computer 
science graduate student and 
member of the user-interface group.
“I didn’t look specifically at games 
that were designed for children or 
our target audience because I think a really good game 
should be designed to be playable by a person of any age.
We haven’t dumbed it down at all -— anybody could play it, 
have fun and learn a lot.”
Since the game will be used in classrooms nationwide, 
the group used an early prototype of it to get feedback 
from the target audience —  students and teachers. “We had 
some kids in local schools 
play the game and got 
some good feedback,”
Mason says. “They helped 
us to see where things 
could be designed better.
We also worked with 
teachers to find out what 
they were looking for in 
this type of game.”
The programmers 
combined the content, 
requirements and specifics 
from the user interface 
group when they wrote 
the game software. The 
help group turned
complex, scientific explanations into easy-to-understand descrip­
tions, in addition to writing help descriptions for various parts of 
the game. Finally, the testing and tools group made sure the game 
matches up to the goals they set at the beginning of the process 
and managed the technology necessary to write the game.
Mason and McMullin both say the experience of creating a 
game has been invaluable, both personally and professionally. “I’ve 
learned the importance of being proactive,” says Mason. “It’s not 
enough to sit back and wait for someone else to do things —  you 
have to make things happen.”
“Also, to work with a group this 
size, communication is paramount,” 
McMullin says.
Professionally, these students will 
have something to show for their time 
at UM, over and above the knowledge 
typically gained through classroom 
experience.
“It’s going to be great to be able to 
say, ‘I took this class, and here’s the 
product we 
created,’ instead 
of ‘I took a class 
and wrote a
_Mipaper,
McMullin says.
“N ASA  is very 
interested in 
education,” says 
Ned Penley, a 
N A SA  expert on 
loan to UM’s 
Northern 
Rockies Consor­
tium for Space 
Privatization, the
organization funding the Mars computer game 
project. “We love working with students for 
projects like this because, regardless of how the 
project turns out, the students who created it get 
an incredible education.”
According to recent feedback from school-age 
students who have tried a more current version 
of the game, everyone involved is learning a 
thing or two.
“The game was fun and pretty educational,” 
says Halie Dunne, a Frenchtown Elementary 
sixth-grader. “I think the kids in my class liked it, 
too. The best part was seeing how your experi­
ments turn out. Most of mine went pretty well. For the ones that 
didn’t, I had to figure out how to make them work by changing 
parts of the experiment.”
“Mars: The Journey Begins” should be completed by this June, 
and although N A SA  has not decided how it will be distributed, 
the game will definitely be free.
Henry and his team are intent on producing a quality product. 
“Our focus is to get this game done and get it done right. I think 
if we do a good job, more opportunities will follow.” 19
—  By Holly Fox
Some screenshots from "Mars: The Journey Begins'
A N T H R O P O L O G Y
Kelly Dixon (center) meets with a camera crew filming an episode of the 
Discovery Channel's "Unsolved History" about her research.
Unsolved HistOiy — continued from front page
Dixon, 33, specializes in historical archaeology in 
the American West. She earned her doctoral 
degree at the University of Nevada and was one of 
Hardesty’s students. Her research areas include the 
archaeology of frontiers, boomtowns, landscapes, 
and mining and logging industries in the West.
For five weeks this summer, Dixon and col- 
league Julie Schablitsky, a research assistant at the 
University of Oregon, will lead a team of physical 
anthropologists and forensic specialists in research­
ing whether the newly discovered campsite is truly 
that of the Donner family. The History Channel is 
funding the project.
Dixon excavated the site during a five-day test 
run last summer. The project was sponsored by 
the Discovery Channel, and Dixon appeared in the 
television program “Unsolved History: The 
Donner Party.”
During the trial excavation period, Dixon found 
glass from a medicine bottle, mirror fragments and 
musket balls. Pieces of a ceramic dinner plate that 
were uncovered can be traced back to a popular 
pattern used in the middle of the 19th century. Also, pieces of 
salt and pepper shakers were found.
“These were things that were used trying to make things taste 
better,” Dixon says. “They were boiling leather, eating string, 
trying everything they had.”
However, it was only after Dixon found pieces of a lantern that 
she was convinced she was on to something.
“I just kept thinking that this miserable 
environment of starvation was made a 
little more warm by the light of a lamp,” 
she says. “Archaeology is important to 
recover tangible evidence to use as a tool 
for uncovering the past. These artifacts 
don’t lie.”
Dixon hopes the material they find will 
help transport scientists to the camp 
during those ill-fated months.
“I don’t care about cannibalism,” she 
says. “What I care about is recreating the 
four-month time period at the most 
difficult time of these peoples’ lives.”
While cannibalism is not her main 
focus, Dixon and her colleagues did 
discover a small bone with cut marks on 
it and bone fragments mixed in ash.
DN A tests will be performed to deter­
mine whether the bone is animal or 
human.
“Historically it’s been said people 
resorted to cannibalism, but it’s yet to be 
proven through archaeology,” says Jack
McShane, a UM  graduate student in anthropology and a member 
of this summer’s research team. “It’s possible cannibalism never 
happened.” Depending on the DN A results, this bone could be 
the first piece of tangible evidence that cannibalism ever occurred 
at the Donner site.
McShane currently is working on his master’s thesis to compare 
the artifacts Dixon found with those Hardesty found. His analysis 
concludes the well-known “George Donner 
Tree” is not where the Donner family 
camped. Once scientists can prove where 
the Donner family stayed, they can begin 
to examine what actually occurred there.
“I live and breathe Donner Party,” 
McShane says. “In a way, we are rewriting 
history.”
But before that can happen, Dixon and 
her research team have a lot more 
excavating to do. Her goal this summer is 
to find the remains of a hearth and to 
identify gender-based material. Connecting 
the artifacts with specific individuals in 
the Donner Party will make the material 
more meaningful and strengthen her 
argument, she says.
“This (research) tells us something 
about ourselves,” she says. “Not only do 
we need to have respect for the environ­
ment, but it’s a reminder of what humans 
are capable of if pushed to this contin­
gency.” 13
—  By Chelsi MoyDixon takes notes at the fateful campsite.
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